Pre-cosmic Dawn Vital Power
Einstein’s Unification Theory Akin to Phonon
A New Hypothesis
ABSTRACT
The recent discovery of Gravitational wave is a clear signal from the
universe that Einstein got it right and his gravitational waves were real.
The Gravitational waves are akin to sound waves that travelled through
space at the speed more than the light. The photon-phonon interaction
plays an important role in modern physics and device applications,
photons can be scattered by phonons in a crystal. It has opened a new
window to discuss photon-phonon interaction as two distinct opposite
forces interacting with each other at molecular level Li, E. et al.
The Photon and Phonon are two distinct opposite complimentary forces of
nature. They held up the creation and life, under space time fabric.
The Phonon is earliest with pre-cosmic dawn; it has activated the dark
matter with echo in ripper with blast and light.
The voice is identity of life; the DNA mental code grasps it first in the
womb and pronounced it with birth of infant to cherish the life, The DNA
is instrument of life. The cellular body beholds the thought mentality
adorned to body.
The phonic presser compress the plasma membrane, the configuration of
electrons with half spin change the wavelength on opposite side and
reached to brain with electromagnetic impulses for action. It is phonic
presser compression electromagnetic force, which connects the body with
single unified force Phonon.
Key words- s cosmology W Phonic presser, Phonon, Dw unification
theory
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Einstein’s Unification Theory Akin to Phonon
1. Introduction
The recent discovery of Gravitational wave is a clear signal from the
universe that Einstein got it right and his gravitational waves were real.
Einstein was motivated by an intellectual need to unify the forces of
nature. He felt very strongly that all of nature must be described by a
single theory.
“The intellect seeking after an integrated theory cannot rest content with
the assumption that there exist two distinct fields totally independent of
each other by their nature,” Einstein said in his Nobel lecture in 1923.
It has the key to understand universe and life on the earth with assumption
that there exist two distinct complimentary fields totally independent of
each other by their nature, but interact with each other with phononPhoton interaction
The huge blast of gravitational wave energy was recorded as a highfrequency “chirp” by LIGO as the black holes rapidly spiralled into one
another, merging as one. The Gravitational waves are akin to sound waves
that travelled through space at the speed more than the light,

Modern search on Photon-Phonon interaction
The Gravitational waves are akin to sound waves that travelled through
space at the speed more than the light. The photon-phonon interaction
plays an important role in modern physics and device applications,
photons can be scattered by phonons in a crystal. It has opened a new
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window to discuss photon-phonon interaction as two distinct opposite
forces interacting with each other at molecular level Li, E. et al. Photonic
Aharonov–Bohm effect in photon–phonon interactions. Nat. Commun.
5:3225 doi: 10.1038/ncomms4225 (2014)
It has been searched earlier also at Grand Canyon and Egypt with its text
in Vedic metaphor symbols to explain universe and life on the earth.
Otherwise, it may be considered a new hypothesis to understand universe
and life.
It is interesting and amazing to know that Photon and Phonon two distinct
equal and opposite forces of nature. They interact with each other in
various ways and held up the creation and life, under space time fabric.

Dualistic Force of Vital Energy Phonon and Photon
UALISTIC FORCE OF VITAL ENERGY
It is strange and stunning to touch the pre-cosmic and cosmic conditions
to explain Einstein’s Grand Unified Force theory. It is vital energy, which
is easily accessible all round, just like one can experience all oceans in a
drop of water.
The dualistic force of vital energy is most unseen, most mighty to
stimulate thoughts in brain. Just like eyes work on the tune of vision with
picture on retina. It is unseen principle and experience of life. It
stimulates the action, but not involves in action, and remains unaffected.
The Phonon has appeared first in ripper with cosmic dawn in early precosmic condition. It has activated the dark matter with resonance. The
phonon and photon manifested with blast and light in a straight way.
The photon and phonon are two complimentary independent forces of
vital energy. They interact at molecular level with configuration of
electron and half spin change in complimentary wavelength. The
immortal phonon with resonance is most mighty force of nature, it
disintegrate the photon with electron configuration and subsequent half
3
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spin change in its complimentary wavelength. Through this the phonon
stimulates the event to happen and remains unaffected. The vibrations
of electrons with resonance and electrical impulses connect it
universally.

When Sarama had found the mountain’s fissure, that vast and
ancient place she plundered thoroughly. In the floods’ van she led
them forth, light footed: she who well knew came first unto their
lowing.
In the floods’ van she led them forth; the gravitational and sound
waves led the path of evolution with activation of dark energy in the
early universe with blast and light. The Photon and Phonon with
charged particles led the path of evolution just like two parallel
river opposite struggling for contending reins.
Forth from the bosom of the mountains eager as two swift mares
with loosened rein contending.
Like two bright mother cows who lick their youngling, Vipasha and
Sutudri speed down their waters. Impelled by Indra whom ye pray
to urge you, ye move as ‘twere on chariot the ocean (Rig. 3-33-1,2)
The photon and phonon feed the creation, just like two mother
supported by the Indra, (electricity), just like two river Vipasha and
Sutudri. The light and sound are complimentary and follow each
other, just like two mares with loosened reins.
Sarama represent micro pulse phonon wave, which find a place in
fissure in the dark matter in early pre-cosmic condition. It has
plundered thoroughly the dark matter and vibrations of the waves
with echo activated the dark matter with concentration in the centre
with blast and light. The electromagnetic rays of light travel with
vibrations and the photon and phonon run in parallel straight way as
complimentary to each other.
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The man has never seen the voice, yet he see, one man has hearing, but
never heard her, but on another man, she showed her beauty as well
dressed women to her husband. The phonon is earliest with origin of life.
The wise men have created the language for communication. It is
imprinted in the mind as blessed sign of friendship with music of life in
different tones of seven syllables.
The flow of life channels

Seven sisters sprung from threefold source, (abiding in the three
worlds that is , heaven earth and air) the Five Tribes prosper, she
must be Invoked in every deed of might (ÿg-Veda 6-61-12)
The seven sisters represent seven rays of visible light, and seven
syllables of voice, they are flowing in three fold manner and
nourish five gross elements air, water, sun; energy, sky and earth;
matter with life in countless channels.
Hear all the Gods my words, Sarasvati give ear together with Puramdhi
and with holy thoughts (Rig-Veda 10-65-14)
Speak forth the three words, the words which light precedeth, which milk
this udder that produces nectar.
Quickly made manifest, the Bull hath bellowed, engendering the germ of
plants, the infant (Rig. 7-101-1)
The Sarasvati thought words ensign of existence with chemical energy of
food, which generates thoughts in mind and vital energy ensign of life
manifest with action, the germ of plants and infants as well.
The three immortal; the resonant vibration of words precede light, they
together produced the nectar, which milk this udder with cell body, ensign
of existence. With this the fundamental energy Soma, manifested like
Bull, and Bull bellowed engendering germ of plants, infant.
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1. The immortal underlying space of sky imparted mass to elementary
particles with resonant vibration, ensign of existence of all.
2. The immortal chemical energy of photosynthesis feed the livingbeings.
3. The immortal DNA with resonant words is light of life for all
The visible light and audible words have complimentary spectrum. The
voice strikes the ear drum and rebound, the message is immediately
reached to brain with electrical impulses. The ‘Phonic Presser
Compression electromagnetic force’ is the creative force and operating
every where as counter part of life. The photon and phonon are acting as
dualistic force of eternal vital energy and feed the creation and life under
space time fabric.
They have gone ahead to explain cosmology that Gravitational and
Sound waves have played a significant role in the early pre-cosmic
condition. The resonant vibration waves with resonance behold the
creation and life under space time fabric. The voice is identity of life. It
requires radical rethinking on cosmology to understand universe and
life.

2. Cosmology
The pre-cosmic dark atmosphere may be like a solid rock without
any space with deep darkness everywhere. A dark ripple find a
place in the crack like a thief with small ripper, the rippling noise
plundered the darkness within darkness thoroughly. The motion in
hidden darkness appeared as two opponents in motion like
abhorrent floods moving in friendship.
The resonant vibrations with compression concentrated in the
centre. The resonant noise rises to revolt with rigour to increase
temperature and pressure. The motion hidden in darkness
annihilated the darkness with blast, and light of vital energy in
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action.
The vital energy as oxidizing and reducing agent is the foremost
event hidden within dark resonant vibrations with touch and go
reaction. It activated the dark matter with manifestation of vital
energy, ensign of existence of all. The dark matter as a whole
activated into vital energy.
The conquering resonant bands destroy the darkness with touch and
go and vital energy born trembling with tongue that flickered. It has
freed the complimentary electromagnetic spectrum of resonant
vibrations of electromagnetic rays with blast and light.
The activation of dark matter is activation of inherent
magnetism in cosmos, with formation of charged elementary
particles. The electrostatic force is the force which governs the
motion of the elementary particles, which caused them to
aggregate or collide in various ways.
The generation of the atom from the subatomic particles with
photon-phonon interaction is the primary symbol of existence. All
elementary particles are vibrating with resonance of vibration and
their respective charge. They are complimentary with each other
from gamma rays to radio waves. They find their resonant with
resonance. The resonant vibrations of electromagnetic rays, touch,
press-mark, and rebound. The colliding protons, decaying into
hadron jets and electrons, converted it into electric vibrations to join
them in series with phonic compression electromagnetic force. It
has maintained its continuity in the molecules and the matter with
Higgs field 2013.
The further evolution lead by seven complimentary visible rays
of light and audible seven syllables of voice, they drove them
forward with their spirit. The voice has seven syllables synonym
7
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to seven rays of visible light, but opposite and complimentary with
each other. It has evolved into thought and words with origin of life
from DNA.
3. Higgs field
The Higgs Boson is associated with a field, called Higgs field, theorized
to pervade universe. As other particles travel through this field, they
acquire mass.
The life has evolved from the single DNA and cell division to infinity with
genetic recombination from infinite space zero. The vibrations of
spiraling waves have evolved into thought and words with evolution of
life from DNA. The voice retains the blessed sign imprinted on the DNA
to follow the mankind from generation to generation. The DNA is
universal instrument of life with different genetic identity and voice code
phonon. It regulates the life with hereditary characters from generation
to generation.

The DNA charger, identity code
The DNA is instrument of life. Life consciousness, it is like birds their
nest upon the tree, the single phonon wave magically hold the cell
body to execute functions of life.

The life in all its form is one, but all have different genetic identity
in DNA, which is 99.9 % is same in all. The 0.01 % DNA
constitutes the genetic identity of an individual in life. Even the
time time-twins have different genetic identity and fate in life. It has
four bases arranged in two complimentary base pairs A═T G≡C and
control whole biological world with double bond and a triple bond
of Hydrogen. The DNA has a charger mental code with a synonym
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phonon code. The specific phonon code activates the charger
mental code in the womb from air. The activated mental code led
the development of infant from fertilized DNA with sense organs
and brain. With development of the body, it has spread in the whole
body and is in direct contact of atmospheric ocean of thought
waves, which compress it from all sides with their frequency and
amplitude. The cell membrane acts as boundary with configuration
of electrons with half spin change in the wavelength, it conveyed to
brain with electrical impulses for action. The DNA has the speaker
and an antenna to grasps the thoughts from atmosphere, the mind
executes the thought with words from mouth.

4. Discovery at Grand Canyon
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Figure 1 Life is like Birds their nest upon the tree

Figure1. 1 Life swells like water bubble from pair of
DNA Grand Canyon Petroglyph
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The Life has evolved from resonant vibrations, DNA pair and space with
photosynthesis in nature. The life swells like water bubble in the ocean of
life under space time fabric. It is just like birds their nest upon the tree. A
single phonon wave beholds the life. The DNA is universal instrument of
life with inbuilt antenna and speaker with transcription and translation of
language code. It reveals the secret of DNA technology and its
replication in air, just like scent weft from flower. It has been discovered
at under ground cave city Grand Canyon, Arizona, North America. The
Petroglyphs and Hieroglyphic symbols is art of picture writing system
with symbolism for demonstration and teaching. Its text and explanation
is in the Vedas.
The vibrations of sound and electromagnetic rays travel parallel with each
other in straight way. They have synonym opposite complimentary wave
lengths. They have evolved simultaneously into atom, molecules and
matter.
The resonant vibrations evolved into thought and words with origin of life
from DNA and underlying space imparted mass to elementary particles,
ensign of existence of all.
The compression of resonant waves stimulates the DNA code to generate
thoughts in the brain to execute function of the body, just like scent weft
in the air from flower.

Figure 1.2 Scientists detected a gravitational wave from the distant
crash of two black holes, one of several ways these ripples can be
created. The gravitational waves are akin to phonon.
11
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As birds their nest upon the tree Rig. 10-127-4
The Life is just like birds their nest upon the tree. A single phonon wave
beholds the life. The DNA is universal instrument of life with inbuilt
antenna and speaker with transcription and translation.
11. a body formed for flight hast thou, O charger; swift as the wind in
motion is thy spirit.
Thy horns are spread abroad in all directions: they move with restless
beat in wildernesses (Rig 1-163-11)
Rbhu- the cell body has a body formed for flight in nature. The Charger
DNA is swift like wind, the motion is his spirit. Just like his horns, they
spread in all directions with rest less beat.
The voice is identity of life; the DNA mental code grasps it first in the
womb and pronounced it with birth of infant to cherish the life, just like
current of a river in the ocean of life.

Three Immortal
The three immortal; the resonant vibration of words precede light, they
together produced the nectar, which milk this udder with cell body,
ensign of existence. With this the fundamental energy Soma, manifested
like Bull, and Bull bellowed engendering germ of plants, infant.
1.
2.
3.

The immortal underlying space of sky imparted mass to elementary particles,
ensign of existence of all.
The immortal chemical energy of photosynthesis feed the living-beings.
The immortal DNA with resonant words is light of life for all with activation of
DNA code in the womb.
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1.

2.

3.

Figure 1.3 Three Immortal
The sky space, the underlying space imparted mass to elementary
particles, ensign of existence of all. The DNA double helix is ensign of
life consciousness with photosynthesis by the plants for all livingbeings.
2. The DNA nucleotide pairs divide and synthesize its complimentary
base pairs, just like nectar of flower in air. The spiralling wave
compress the specific complimentary DNA code with touch and repel
action, and the DNA divides in four fold manner.
1.

3.

Cell body
Here, verily. I bind you, fast as the two bow-ends with the string.
Press down these men, O lord of speech that they may humbly speak to
me. 10-166-3
The sapient with their spirit and their mind behold the bird adorned with
all an Asura’s magic might. It is the spiralling waves bind the life
consciousness between the life and death as two bow ends with string.
The life has evolved from single cell with cell division in series from
pre-existing cells with genetic recombination in the womb.
They who for Indra, with their mind formed horses harnessed by a word,
Attained by works to sacrifice.
Accordingly with movements of the charged particles and resonant
vibrationss in a closed system, the primary cell body acquires shape and
13
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moved on path of evolution from pre-existing cells with cell division. The
cell body magically holds the life consciousness with action, the horses
harnessed by word to sacrifice.
Rbhu has a body formed for flight in nature. The Charger DNA is swift like
wind, the motion is his spirit. Just like his horns, they spread in all
directions with rest less beat.
With compression of resonant waves activate the DNA code, just like
scent weft from nectar of flower, and fertilized DNA code replicate in
four fold manner with compression of resonant waves.
With eulogy I call on Raka swift to hear: may she, auspicious, hear us,
and herself observe.
With never breaking needle may she sew her work, and give a hero son
most wealthy, meet for praise Rig. 2-32-4
Raka: the Goddess presiding over the actual day of fool moon, and
apparently associated with child birth. It has been expressed by crescent
moon.

5. Phonic Presser Compression Electromagnetic Force
"Life is the dynamic combination of sense organs and brain to
execute thoughts in action from the atmosphere. The thought waves
compress the men from all sides, and he speaks in assembly of life.
The cellular body beholds the thought mentality adorned to body.
The atmospheric ocean is the treasure house of imperishable thought
words. It has laid down the silent invisible foundation of resonant
thought words dualistic force of resonance. The plasma membrane is
transition zone between the cell body and atmosphere. It is just like
obverse and adverse of a stamp seal as two faces of the same coin. The
resonant waves of words strike the plasma membrane with press mark and
rebound like touch and go reaction.
The immortal thought words compress the living-beings from all sides.
The audible word waves press the plasma membrane with reverse electron
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spin action and message immediately reached to brain for action. In the
human-beings the audible words strike the ear drum and rebound and
message reached to brain and sense organs execute the function.
The cellular body beholds the thought mentality adorned to body as
one unit along with the atmosphere at micro level. The higher
frequency of resonant thought words compress the cell membrane
with reverse spin of electrons, it alter the wavelength of DNA mental
code chord confined to cell body as one unit with the universe.
The cellular body is the seat of sacrifice, under space time fabric,
where life appears in different forms with different bodies. The
thought mentality never rest, it travel continuously and appear with
life and disappear with death.

The phonon rest on the lips pronounced from womb

Figure 3 The phonon rest on the lips pronounced from
womb
The DNA has the speaker and an antenna to grasps the thoughts
from atmosphere, the mind executes the thought with words from
mouth.
Vena rests on her Golden pinion and Gandharva erst in the womb
pronounced it.
15
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The sapient with their spirit and their mind behold the bird adorned with
all an Asura’s magic might
Sages observe him in the ocean’s inmost depth: the wise disposers seek
the station of his rays.
The flying Bird bears speech within his spirit: erst the Gandharva in the
womb pronounced it and at the seat of sacrifice the sages cherish the
radiant, heavenly-bright invention Rig.10-177-1,2
The voice is identity of life; the DNA mental code grasps it first in the
womb and pronounced it with birth of infant to cherish the life. It is the
spiralling waves which bind the life consciousness between the life and
death as two bow ends between birth and death.
I saw the Herdsman, him who never resteth, approaching and departing
on his pathways.
He, clothed in gathered and dillusive splendor, within the worlds
continually travels Rig.10-177-3
The voice is identity of life; the DNA mental code grasps it first in the
womb and pronounced it with birth of to cherish the life. The thought
mentality of an individual never rest, it travel continuously in the world
with new life after death.

Figure 4 Development of body from single cell with
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birth in the womb
A photo from Egypt Pyramid Exploring Origin of Life from single
cell with genetic recombination and cell division from Phonon,
under space time fabric The hair knot at back of the head is the
point, which connect the brain with vibration of a frequency of
phonon as chord of life to speak in assembly from mouth with lips.
The fertilized DNA led the development of body, it acts as antenna
and speaker with transcription and translation of the message.
The sound waves compress and rebound from all sides to generate
thoughts in brain for action with circumstances in life, the plasma
membrane acts as two faces of the same coin, the striking waves configure
the electrons with half spin and change in wave length conveyed to brain
with electrical impulses for action with thought and words. The brain
waves connect the body with the universe with unified field. The phonic
presser compress the plasma membrane, the configuration of electrons
with half spin change the wavelength on opposite side and reached to
brain with electromagnetic impulses for action. It is phonic presser
compression electromagnetic force, which connects the body with single
unified force Phonon.
It is this one note that holds the body in physical manifestation. The body
has a gelatinous form held up by single note of vibration. The cell
membrane acts as two faces of the same coin with change in
wavelength. It has tie up the body right from conception. It is one vowel
of the mentality and identity in life.
It has been explained on the photo that life has evolved from single cell
in the womb with conception from male and female with genetic
recombination and cell division.

6. Result and Conclusion
The recent discovery of Gravitational wave is a clear signal from the
17
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universe that Einstein got it right and his gravitational waves were real.
The Gravitational waves are akin to sound waves that travelled through
space at the speed more than the light. The photon-phonon interaction
plays an important role in modern physics and device applications,
photons can be scattered by phonons in a crystal. It has opened a new
window to discuss photon-phonon interaction as two distinct opposite
forces interacting with each other at molecular level Li, E. et al.
The Photon and Phonon are two distinct opposite complimentary forces of
nature. They held up the creation and life, under space time fabric.
The phonon stimulates the action, but not involves in action, and
remains unaffected. The Phonon has appeared first in ripper with cosmic
dawn in early pre-cosmic condition. The Phonon is earliest with precosmic dawn; it has activated the dark matter with echo in ripper with
blast and light. It is dualistic force of vital energy
The photon and phonon are two complimentary independent forces of
vital energy. They interact at molecular level with configuration of
electron and half spin change in complimentary wavelength. The
immortal phonon with resonance is most mighty force of nature, it
disintegrate the photon with electron configuration and subsequent half
spin change in its complimentary wavelength. Through this the phonon
stimulates the event to happen and remains unaffected. The vibrations
of electrons with resonance and electrical impulses connect it
universally.

The vibrations of sound and electromagnetic rays travel parallel
with each other in straight way. They have synonym opposite wave
length. They have evolved simultaneously into atom, molecule, and
matter. The photosynthesis by the plants is source of food for all.
The voice is identity of life; the DNA mental code grasps it first in the
womb and pronounced it with birth of infant to cherish the life, just like
current of a river in the ocean of life.
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The life is present on the earth, due to Gravitational sound waves and
geomagnetism with magnetosphere on the earth. It has developed cordial
atmospheric condition for life with formation of ozone layer around the
earth.
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